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Abstract

Diversity of HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus) in
vivo has been reported. In this study, we propose a CA
(Cellular Automata) model about interaction between the
immune system and HIV, and examine the effect of this di-
versity. Originality of our CA model is that it has not only
four states (HIV, Virgin, Dead, Infect) but diversity of HIV
and T-Cells. Growing maximum value of the diversity, we
performed computer simulation with the CA model. The
results demonstrated that growth of the diversity have an
effect on cell population and simulations steps. Addition-
ally, we observed CA state corresponds to infection, in-
cubation period and development of AIDS. In on our CA
model, it is demonstrate that the diversity of HIV is the
major factor which HIV can escape the immune response.
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1 introduction

From the late in the 1980s, many active researches about
infection of HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus) and
development of AIDS (Acquired Immunodeficiency Syn-
drome) are current in progress. Medical works have been
reported diversity of HIV which is due to its high muta-
tion rate and variability in HIV-specific T cell epitope se-
quences [1, 2, 3], but its functionality to develop HIV in-
fection against the immune response is not clear in vivo.
Nowak and May have proposed a mathematical model con-
sidered with diversity of HIV strains[4]. According the
model, there existsantigenic diversity thresholdof HIV.

On the other hand, many scientists and engineers have
proposed CA (cellular automata) model to investigate

physical, chemical, life, traffic and economical processes.
Advantage of CA model is that can simplify complicated
interaction into local interaction.

Since it is considered to that the immune system re-
sponses based on local interaction between immune cells
and antigens [5], many CA models about HIV infection
has been proposed [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

But until now, no work has focused on diversity of HIV
with CA model. In this study, we proposed CA model con-
sidering diversity of HIV and investigated its behavior.

2 Model

We consider two-dimensional CA, the cells of which
being arranged in a square lattice. Each cell has
four states (HIV, Virgin, Dead, Infect) and Type i (i =
0,1,2, · · · ,Tmax−1) as follows:

• HIV[i]: A state being HIV typei which is from out-
side the body, other lymphocyte or host cell. Although
there exists only one HIV strain (HIV[0] ) at the be-
ginning of infection, it mutates into strainHIV[1],
HIV[2], · · · , or HIV [Tmax−1] in each proliferate pro-
cess.

• Virgin[i]: Uninfected healthy host cell which can only
response and eliminate againstIn f ect[i].

• Dead: Nothing exists. After movingHIV [i] or
In f ect[i] was eliminated.

• Infect[i]: A state corresponds to host cell (Virgin[∗])
infected byHIV [i].

HIV [∗],Virgin[∗] andIn f ect[∗] imply any type of HIV,
host cell and infected cell respectively.Tmaxstands for anti-



genic diversity of HIV and the immune system in the CA
model. In fact, this is the originality of our model.

Parameters of the model are maximum value of the
diversity of HIV, Tmax and small initial infection frac-
ture pHIV. The initial CA configuration is composed of
Virgin[∗] with pHIV of HIV [0]. Type i and the placement
chosen randomly.

In one time step the entire lattice is updated in a syn-
chronized parallel way, according to the rules described be-
low. The updated state of a cell is dependent on the states
of its Mooreneighbors in a square lattice.

We determine this process will continue until all the
HIV [∗] andIn f ect[∗] or Virgin[∗] is eliminated.

Rule 1 Moving of HIV:If HIV [∗] has at least oneVirgin[∗]
or Deadneighbor, it becomesDeadwith probability
(the number sum ofVirgin[∗] andDead)/8. This rule
represents that HIV moves to the cite nothing exists or
infects to another virgin host cell.

Rule 2 Being infected of virgin host cell with HIV:If
Virgin[∗] has at least oneHIV [i], it becomesIn f ect[i]
with probability (the number ofHIV [i])/8. This rule
represents that virgin host cell is infected with HIV.

Rule 3 Mutation and emergence of HIV:(a) If Dead has
at least oneIn f ect[∗], it becomesHIV [∗] since HIV
mutates before emergence, with probability (the num-
ber of In f ect[∗])/8 . This rule represents that HIV
emerges from infected host cell.(b) If Dead has at
least oneHIV [i], it becomesHIV [i] with probability
(the number ofHIV [i])/8. This rule represents that
moving of HIV from another cite.

Rule 4 Update of infected cell:(a) If In f ect[∗] has at least
one Virgin[i], it becomesVirgin[i] with probability
(the number ofVirgin[i])/8. This rule represents that
infected cell is eliminated by typei activated virgin
host cell.(b) Otherwise it becomesHIV [i] since HIV
eliminate infected cell.

We performed computer simulations of the model, us-
ing periodic boundary condition, on a100× 100 lattice,
pHIV = 0.05 with Tmax from 1 to 35. For eachTmax, we
performed 1000 times trial runs.

3 Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 and 2 show the relation between average num-
ber of cells andantigenic diversityof HIV, Tmax. HIV [∗]
,Empty increased withTmax. In addition, decrease of
Virgin[∗] was also observed. Mutation of HIV in vivo has
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Figure 1: Average number ofHIV [∗] cells versusTmax.
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Figure 2: Average number ofVirgin[∗] and Emptycells
versusTmax.

been reported. From these results, it seem to suggest that
antigenic diversityof HIV has great effect on the model.

Fig. 3 shows the relation between average simulation
steps andTmax. The simulation steps increased withTmax.
Long time incubation period of HIV has been known. This
result corresponds to HIV infect phenomenon in vivo.

Main points are described below:
First, since the decrease ofVirgin[∗] depend on HIV in-

fection in the model, the situation that immune system can-
not response was assumed to be due to increase ofantigenic
diversityof HIV (Fig. 1, 2). In detail, if no responsible im-
mune cells exist on itsMoore neighbors, HIV can escape
the immune response in the CA model.

Second, Fig. 3 points out that long time steps were
needed to stop simulation in the situation highantigenic
diversityof HIV.

Fig. 1-3 indicate only average value of 1000 times runs.
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Figure 3: Average simulation steps versusTmax.

Since the CA model is not deterministic, the simulation
result of one trial run (namely whether HIV is control or
not) is not depend on parameters. Fig. 4-6 show the time-
evolution of CA state. In early stage (Fig. 4), a volume of
In f ect[∗] was observed. This state seem to correspond to
initial infection. In contrast, only a fewIn f ect[∗] cells was
observed in fig. 5. This state seem to correspond to incu-
bation period in which being controlled ofHIV [∗]. More-
over, since CA is filled withDead in fig. 6, this state seem
to correspond tobreak downof the immune system, that is
AIDS.

4 Conclusion

In this study, we modeled the interaction between HIV
and the immune system with CA approach to examine the
effect of antigenic diversity of HIV. We make a point that
CA approach which is based on local interaction is very
useful to investigate the interaction between HIV and the
immune system.

Our CA model contrasts with deterministic model be-
cause simulation result of each trial runs is different at same
parameters. Since all the HIV carrier don’t have an onset
of AIDS; variety of time in incubation period has reported,
this property of CA model is correspond with phenomenon
in vivo.

Originality of out CA model is that takes into considera-
tion of antigenic diversity of HIV. We have takenantigenic
diversityof HIV as parameter. Simulation results suggest
that increase ofantigenic diversityof HIV has great impact
on the immune system.

By taking account forantigenic diversityin CA model,
we make a point that HIV which has diversity can escape
from local immune response and proliferate.

Figure 4: Snapshot of CA state at step 1. Red:In f ect[∗],
Black: HIV∗, White: Virgin[∗], Gray: Dead. Parameters
are:Tmax= 24, pHIV = 0.05

These results depend on that interaction between HIV
and the immune system is sum of local interactions. We
are currently performing studies to determine CA model
to compute Moore neighbor. Therefore, it is interesting to
change condition of neighbor.

Further studies to analyze development ofantigenic di-
versityof HIV and pattern which is formulated by CA are
required.

In summary, the present work shows that the the CA
model taking account forantigenic diversityof HIV can
examine interaction between HIV and the immune system
successfully.
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